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Three forms of image making: 

• images made by residents in the exploration of 
their life-worlds, experiences and aspirations in 
changing urban environments; 

• collaborative image-making with community 
and activist groups to build a repository of 
images for advocacy;

• my own images made as a personal (lyrical) 
response to regeneration projects in east 
London.



Moi Ver, 1931, Paris, Éditions Jean Walter



James Welling, 2014, Ferrer





Andrew Brown, 2019, neuropolis #1



Andrew Brown, 2019, neuropolis #4
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Andrew Brown, 2020, Barking Wharf



Jorma Puranen, 2016, Icy Prospects 47 

Reflection as 'a mediator of 
images, masking or obscuring our 
access to them, adding layers of 
uncertainty to specific historical 
realities' (Puranen, 2014: 198) 



Andrew Brown, 2020, untitled, Roding Riveria series 



Andrew Brown, 2020, untitled, Roding Riveria series 



Andrew Brown, 2020, Barking Abbey 



Andrew Brown, 2020, Hoardings accordion book 



Kim Asendorf, 2010, Mountain Tour series



Andrew Brown, 2020, Periphery (processed) #1 



Andrew Brown, 2020, Periphery (processed) #2 



Andrew Brown, 2020, Periphery (processed) #3 



Andrew Brown, 2020, Periphery (processed) #4 
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Ar#st and ... : a prac#ce-based 
explora#on of plurality in 
collabora#ve art and mul#-
disciplinary enquiry
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Artist and ... : a practice-based 
exploration of plurality in 
collaborative art and multi-
disciplinary enquiry

Research

This practice-based research explores plurality 
(Lahire, 2011) in contemporary art, through the 
design and implementation of a series of 
collaborative multi-disciplinary projects and the 
dissemination and analysis of the artistic work 
produced. Artists, like the writers studied by 
Lahire (2006), commonly lead double or multiple 
lives, often as a response to economic 
precariousness.  At a time of disruption and 
transformation of established practice provoked 
by a succession of global challenges (for instance, 
the Co-vid19 pandemic, persistent social injustice 
and accelerating climate crisis), this study 
explores the creative potential of the ability to 
move between multiple and diverse contexts and 
forms of activity, and the benefits of the critical 
dialogues this facilitates. This includes 
consideration of the form that multi-disciplinary 
enquiry and community focussed art might take 
in a post/perpetual pandemic world.
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Usership runs up against three 
stalwart conceptual edifices of the 
contemporary order: expert culture, 
for which users are invariably 
misusers; spectatorship, for which 
usership is inherently opportunistic 
and fraught with self-interest; and 
most trenchantly of all, the 
expanding regime of ownership, 
which has sought to curtail long-
standing rights of use. 

Wright, S. 2014. Toward a Lexicon of Usership. 
Eindhoven: Van Abbemuseum. Online at 
hQps://www.arte-uRl.org/tools/lexicon/ 
[Accessed 28th September 2020]. 



Artist and ... : a practice-based 
exploration of plurality in 
collaborative art and multi-
disciplinary enquiry

Research Photography is one of the distinct 
practices by means of which individuals 
can establish a distance between 
themselves and power in order to 
observe [and] challenge its actions.

Ariella Azoulay, 2008, The Civil Contract of 
Photography. New York: Zone Books, p.105
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collaborative art and multi-
disciplinary enquiry

Research

“Non-photography,” above all, does not signify 
some absurd negation of photography, any 
more than non-euclidean geometry means that 
we have to do away with Euclid. On the 
contrary, it is a matter of limiting the claims of 
“theories of photography” that interpret the 
latter in terms of the world and of bringing to 
the fore its human universality. These essays 
aim to disencumber the theory of photography 
of a whole set of ontological distinctions and 
aesthetic notions imposed on it by the 
Humanities with the help of philosophy, and 
which celebrate photography as a double of 
the world, forming thus a “Principle of 
Sufficient Photography”.

François Laruelle, 2011, The Concept of Non-
Photography. Translated by Robin Mackay. 
New York: Urbanomic/Sequence Press, pp. vii–
viii



O’Sullivan, S. 2017. ‘Non-philosophy and art practice’. In 
Shaw, J.K & Reeves-Evison, T. (eds) Fiction as Method, 
Berlin: Sternberg Press,  p.287.

https://www.academia.edu/31112276/Non_Philosophy_a
nd_Art_Practice_or_Fiction_as_Method_
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Wendy Ewald, 
Towards a Promised 
Land, Margate, 
2003-2006

Wendy Ewald



Janet Laurence, Cellular Gardens (Where Breathing Begins) (detail), 2005. 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 2013. 

Janet Laurence



Mark Dion

Mark Dion, The Life of a Dead Tree, 2019, installation view. Photo: Tom Arban Photography 
Inc., courtesy of the artist and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery New York/Los Angeles. 



Marcel Duchamp. 1935-41, La Boîte-en-Valise

Jackdaw No 29, The RestoraMon of Charles II, Jonathan Cape Ltd 

Mohamad Hafez. 2017, UNPACKED: Refugee Baggage

Christian Boltanski, 1990. Reconstitution.

















Products

• Analogue and digital photographs juxtaposed with other visual, 
audio and textual material and artefacts

• Repositories of photographic images for advocacy
• Databases of visual, textual, audio and other resources relating to 

specific places and communities
• Field recordings
• Online reflective journal, hypertext and research related writing
• Artist books and archives
• Workshops and presentations
• Exhibitions in unconventional and non-gallery spaces
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Cecilia Charlton, Mammoth loop, 
9 Oct 2021 – Jan 2022, SPACE Ilford

Who Cares? about audience engagement, Creative 
Europe symposium, SPACE Ilford, 13th October 2021
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The starting-point of critical elaboration is 
the consciousness of what one really is, and 
is “knowing thyself ” as a product of the 
historical processes to date, which has 
deposited in you an infinity of traces, 
without leaving an inventory.... Therefore it 
is imperative at the outset to compile such 
an inventory.

Antonio Gramsci, 1997, Selections from the Prison 
Notebooks, ed. Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell 
Smith, New York: International Publications, p.324.

An infinite history of traces without an 
inventory! An endless collecRon of oneself 
that is impossible to gather... I had no 
concrete idea of what it meant, or what 
currency it had in my own life, but I knew 
how it felt. It felt as though the broken 
thing I was might be restored, and it felt 
like an embodied idea I would never stop 
desiring for myself and for the world.

JulieOa Singh, 2018, No Archive Will Restore You, 
Montréal: punctum books, p.18. 
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Rebecca Najdowski



Rebecca Najdowski



The Act of Producing series. BMW 
Residency Award Solo Show at Cloître
Saint-Trophime, Les Rencontres 
d'Arles 2021. 

Almudena Romero



Growing Concerns uses plants from former 
British colonies as canvases to host images that 
reflect on the links between plant trade, 
colonialism and migration, and the legacy of 
these in modern-day Britain. These 
photographic prints are made by the bleaching 
action of sunlight on the chlorophyll pigments 
of a plant leaf. The pigments are destroyed and 
oxidized to various degrees rendering a 
photographic print on a monochrome 
greenscale. This photographic process doesn’t 
require any additional chemistry or inks.

Almudena Romero



Rhona Eve Clews
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Cornelia Parker, Silver Trophy (From Thirty Pieces of Silver), 2015. 

Cornelia Parker, Premeditated Act of 
Violence, 2015.

Cornelia Parker



Imagine that photography does not have its origins in the 
invention of the device, but rather in 1492. What does this 
mean? First and foremost, that we start unlearning the origins of 
photography as told by the inventors of the device that produces 
photographs, by capitalist investors, by statesmen and military 
forces, by those who claimed to own images of others, by those 
who invaded others’ worlds as part of extractive expeditions. We 
should also unlearn photography’s association with a device 
operated by an individual—the camera. 

Ariella Aïsha Azoulay, 2021, Toward the Abolition of Photography’s Imperial 
Rights, in Kevin Coleman & Daniel James (eds), Capitalism and the Camera: Essays 
on Photography and Extraction, London: Verso, Kindle Locations 546-547. 







Why "ecology without nature"? "Nature" fails to serve ecology well. I 
shall someMmes use a capital N to highlight its "unnatural" qualiMes, 
namely (but not limited to), hierarchy, authority, harmony, purity, 
neutrality, and mystery. Ecology can do without a concept of a 
something, a thing of some kind, "over yonder," called Nature. Yet 
thinking, including ecological thinking, has set up "Nature" as a 
reified thing in the distance, under the sidewalk, on the other side 
where the grass is always greener, preferably in the mountains, in the 
wild. One of the things that modern society has damaged, along with 
ecosystems and species and the global climate, is thinking. Like a 
dam, Nature contained thinking for a while, but in the current 
historical situaMon, thinking is about to spill over the edge. 

Timothy Morton, 2012, The Ecological Thought, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, p.3.
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The crucial insight that archives, far from being “stable, 
transparent, collection[s] of facts,” often lend an “architecture” 
to the information they provide grounds Lowe’s work (4). 
Because archival classifications separate rather than connect 
institutions, functions, territories, and peoples, they belie the 
various relationships between matters classified within the 
distinct stores. Writing against this organizing principle, Lowe 
explores transnational, inter-institutional, and cultural 
connections between European and non-European sites, using 
the concept-metaphor of “intimacy” as the glue to bring the 
various accounts and archival domains into proximity with one 
another.

Betty Joseph, 2016, ‘Review of Lisa Lowe, 2015, The Intimacies of Four 
Continents, Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press. The American Historical 
Review, 121 (3), pp. 903–904.



Ines Schaber, Notes on Archives 3. Picture 
Mining, 2019, S. / pp. 40–41.

Ines Schaber



Aesthetics ... concerns the experience of the world. It involves 
sensing – the capacity to register or to be affected, and sense-
making – the capacity for such sensing to become knowledge of 
some kind. The finding or invention of means to achieve such 
effects is to aestheticise. 

Matthew Fuller & Eyal Weizman, 2021, Investigative Aesthetics: Conflicts 
and Commons in the Politics of Truth, London: Verso, Kindle Locations 517-
518.



Katherine Gibson. 2016. Economic Meltdown, or What an Iceberg Can Tell Us About the 
Economy. Edited by Bonnie Fortune & Lise Skou. Copenhagen: Trade Test Site Imprint. 



Christo, Running Fence 
(Project for Sonoma and 
Marin CounBes, State of 
California), 1976, 
Smithsonian American Art 
Museum, Museum 
purchase through the 
Luisita L. and Franz H. 
Denghausen Endowment © 
1976, Christo



Dayanita Singh, 
InstallaSon shot and 
layout, Museum Bhavan, 
2016 

Dayanita Singh, Museum Bhavan, Göttingen: Steidl, 2017 



Installation shot, Noémie Goudal, Telluris, Fotografia Europea, 
Chiostri di San Pietro, Reggio Emilia, 2021.

Noémie Goudal



Noémie Goudal 
(2021) Below the 
Deep South, 
installation shot, 
Frieze, London.







Mark Dorf, Landscape 14, UV print on dibond, birch plywood, tempered glass, faux rock, 
fluorescent light, faux grass, house plant, resin, bark bottled water, 2017

Mark Dorf, Spread from Kin, New York: 
Silent Face Projects, 2018.



Kate Orff, pages from Richard Misrach and Kate Orff, 
Petrochemical America, New York: Aperture, 2012. 




